8 DAYS : Nature Tour of Zhangjiajie & a taste of the Phoenix Ancient City of Fenghuang & Furong

Day 1 Changsha  Air Asia KUL – CHANGSHA ETA 2300 (MOB)

Welcome to Zhangjiajie via Changsha. Arrive Changsha and over nite in Changsha local 4* Hotel Heyi Xiangkeda or similar.

Day 02 CHANGSHA – FENGHUANG (B/L/D)

After breakfast, drive 6 hours to Fenghuang Ancient City, enroute will make some photo-stops. Arrive Fenghuang, check into the hotel. Take a slow walk along some lanes of this rated as one of the most beautiful ancient city of China before dinner at a local restaurant. Appreciate the fabulous night view of this ancient town. Overnite in Fenghuang (Jiangtian Hotel – local 4* or similar)
Day 03  Fenghuang – Zhangjiajie (B/L/D)

After an early breakfast, enjoy a boat cruise along the Tuojiang River. Walking tour along the river bank and explore the ancient Town, lane by lane including the Former Residence of Shen Congwen and the East Gate Tower. Lunch with some local cuisine at a local restaurant.

Drive to Zhangjiajie (4 hours), enroute to visit the Furongzhen (Hibicus Town). Arrive Zhangjiajie for dinner and overnite in Zhangjiajie downtown hotel. (Chentian local 4* hotel or similar)

Day 4  Changsha - Zhangjiajie (B/L/D)

Today, you’ll capture the most beautiful scenery in Zhangjiajie National Forest Park. First, take cable car to Huangshi Village which is 1080m above the sea level. It is the biggest sightseeing platform, providing numerous lookout points for stunning views. From here, photographers could shoot nearly half of the odd-shaped peaks of Zhangjiajie. A saying goes “He who does not reach Huangshi Village has not pay a true visit to Zhangjiajie”.

Then, take sightseeing bus to the lower cable station of Yangjiajie and take cable car up to Yangjiajie. Yangjiajie is a relatively newer part of the Zhangjiajie National Forest Park as beautiful as Tianzi Mountian. The main attractions are Tianbo Mansion, Oolong Village, Natural Great Wall, Corridor the Cliffs, and capture sunset in One Step Under the Heaven. Later, take some walk to Mengpa inn where you would overnight there. (Mengpa Inn – a simple green hotel with limited facilities on the mountain but is a good place to watch sunrise and sunset over the mountains)
**Day 5 Zhangjiajie (B/L/D)**

Today, wake up early to enjoy the sunrise (if weather permits) over Grand Sightseeing Platform. (Highlights for Photography: The Grand Sightseeing Platform is the best place to view sunrise and sea of cloud).

Back to hotel for breakfast and check out.

Later, walk to Tianzi Mountain where you can have stunning views of the peaks rising one after another. Atop of the mountain offers a full extent of the whole scenic area, which is magnificent and spectacular. There are four wonders in Tianzi Mountain: the Sea of Clouds, the Radiance of the Moonlight, Rays of Sunshine and the Snow in winter. (Highlights for Photography: Tianzi Mountain is the highest place that photographers could capture the panoramic view of Wulingyuan Scenic Area.)

In the afternoon, explore the Real Padora World - Yuanjiajie. Yuanjiajie is world famous as the mountains here inspired the floating mountains in the Hollywood movie AVATAR. Shoot the original of Hallelujah Mountain in the film of AVATAR, the First Bridge under the Heaven, stand on the Bridge Viewing Terrace to shoot the First Bridge under Heaven, and shoot other amazing lesser peaks and grotesque rocks stand in the valley.)

Overnight near to Wulingyuan area: Jinxi International 4* hotel

---

**Day 6 Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon (B/L/D)**

After breakfast, check out.

Today we will drive to Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon from Wulingyuan.

Located in Cili County, Zhangjiajie Prefecture, Hunan Province, Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon is a recently-developed natural wonderland. It incorporates mountains, streams, caves, cliffs, and forest. Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon covers a total area of over 60 square km, located close to Wulingyuan Scenic Area, the main tourist area in Zhangjiajie, which spans a total area of over 370 square km. Now, Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon is becoming a top tourist attraction in Zhangjiajie. Here is where The World Longest & Highest Glass Bridge is situated.

It is the tallest as well as the longest glass bridge in the world, 380 meters long and 300 meters from the bottom of the Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon. There is a bungee jump, which is the highest in the world.

A full view of Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon can be seen by standing on the glass bridge. Walking over the glass bridge is a challenge if you have the slightest fear of heights.

If you dare venture forth, you can see the 300 meters drop to the canyon’s bottom.
Beside of the Longest & Highest Glass Bridge, you will have a chance to visit 

**One Line Sky**

In a narrow and long gorge close to the entrance gate of Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon is a path 700 meters long, surrounded by cliffs 300 meters high. It looks like a passageway to Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon. It is a nice place to experience the grandeur of steep cliffs. Looking at the sky from this narrow gorge, visitors will feel like the sky has become small.

**The Sky Ladder**

The Sky Ladder is a wooden ladder along steep cliffs and ridges. It spans from the top of a mountain down to the bottom. And after a three minutes walk along the Sky Ladder, visitors can have a bird’s eye view of One Line Sky.

It looks like a ladder that extends from the sky.

**The Family Portrait**

It consists of three stone peaks of different heights, which look like a family of three. The tallest one is ‘father’, the shortest is ‘child’, and the middle-sized one is ‘mother’.

**The Flying Springs**

At the bottom of the canyon, there are many springs flowing down from the sides of cliffs, and it looks like the springs are flying. On sunny days, beautiful rainbows can be seen there.

Overnight at Zhangjiajie Downtown : Chentian Hotel

---

**Day 7  Zhangjiajie – Tiammen – Changsha (B/L/D)**

This morning, take a trip to **Tianmen Mountain**. Referred to as the “Soul of culture and spirit of Zhangjiajie”, Tianmen Mountain, standing 1,500 meters above sea level, boasts miraculous and unique geographic landform, unparalleled natural landscape, profound cultural connotations. Enjoy the longest cableway in the world, an aerial view of road, with a walk across the scarist glass walkway path in Tianmen..

After lunch drive to Changsha(4-hours’ drive).

Dinner before transfer to Changsha airport for departure @ 2315 (Air Asia flight) and arriving on the next day

**Day 8 Arrive Kuala Lumpur @ 04.30**
Flight Details:

1) Air Asia  Saturday departure only.
   SAT  KLIA2 (KUL) – CHANGSHA (CSZ)  ETD 18.50  ETA 23.05
   FRI  CHANGSHA(CSZ) – KLIA2 (KUL)  ETD 23.50  ETA 04.30 arriving on Saturday.

2) China Southern CZ  everyday departure only
   SAT  CZ8404  KULCSX  ETD 0735  ETA 1210
   FRI  CZ8401  CSXKUL  ETD 2120  ETA 0155    arriving the next day

(If you select China Southern CZ, the Itinerary will be adjusted accordingly)

Flight schedule subjected to change

When to go

This is a private group arrangement package and you may form your own group and fix your own travel dates. (but must be according to flight Schedule to Changsha – departs. The above Weather Chart is for your reference and guideline only. Weather forecast is always subjected to change.

For best autumn leave scenery, first - second week of November is recommended.

Ground Arrangement for FIT (private group) 2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Size</th>
<th>2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min 4-7 adult</td>
<td>Twin-sharing  *MYR3,690.00/pax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min 8 – 11 adult</td>
<td>* MYR 3,390.00/pax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min 12-15 adult</td>
<td>* MYR 2,990.00/pax</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single Supp @MYR 780.00 per person

Rate is calculated based on the current exchange rate 1CNY = 0.650MYR and may be revised accordingly at the time of balance of full payment.
Inclusive:

a) 5 nights local 4* Hotel + 1 night simple Green Hotel up on the mountain accommodation with daily breakfast.

b) 6 lunches & 6 dinners at local or hotel restaurant.

c) Private Transfer with 11seater for 4-7 persons, 14seaters vehicle for 8-11 persons and 18seaters vehicle for 12-15 persons group or similar.

d) Local English Speaking Guide service.

e) Admission fees for Zhangjiajie National Forest Park/Tianmen Mountain/Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon with the longest glass bridge / Furong Town and Fenghuang Ancient City.

f) Cable / Elevator fees for Bailong (one way), Huangshizhai (return), Yangjiajie (return) & newly completed Glass Bridge fee.

Excluded:

a) All Air tickets / taxes / surcharges.

b) Tipping to local Guide & Driver - Recommended

   Small-Group : 4 – 11 persons : Local Guide @RMB12.00 per day per person. Driver @RMB10.00 per day per person

   Bigger Group: 12 – 15 persons: Local Guide @RMB10.00 per day per person. Driver @RMB8.00 per day per person

c) Porter & Hotel Bell boy fees (if applicable)

d) China Visa Fee Single application @MYR 126.00 & Travel Insurance @MYR 52.00

e) Any others not mentioned above.

f) Above rates is not applicable during China Peak Season i.e. 1st May & Oct Golden Holiday & Chinese New Year.
Tour Itinerary may be subjected to change according to local conditions at the time of visit.

**Booking**

(a) **Ground Arrangement only**

Payment: Deposit Payment @MYR 800.00 per person

Balance of Full Payment: To be advised (normally 2 months before Tour Departure Date)

(b) **Ground Arrangement with **Air Ticket**

Payment: Deposit Payment including payment for Air Ticket @ MYR 2,000.00 per person

Balance of Full Payment: To be advised (normally 2 months before Tour Departure Date)

**Air Ticket rates will be as per Air Asia website/ China Southern Airlines CZ at the time of booking rounded up to the nearest Ringgit plus MYR 30.00 ticketing fee per ticket and will be advised accordingly.

Email: laura@elsoltravel.com